INTRODUCTION
In our day to day life, communication plays crucial role for convey information from one person to another person. But it becomes very tough for the people who are deaf and dumb to communicate with normal people. Sign language is the only one way which connects them. But normal people are unfamiliar of sign language. So there is only one way and that is to covert and translates sign language into text & speech. It is known as sign recognition. Sign language is a mixer of body languages, hand gestures and facial expressions. Among those, hand gestures is the most effective method hence majority of the research is going on decoding the hand gestures [1] . There are two approaches for decoding the hand gestures as listed below.
a) Image Based b) Sensor Based
From the listed methods, sensor based method is a very complicated method as it needs hardware and sensor based hand gloves and also troubleshooting is very difficult so there is a need of high skilled person. While image based method is relatively very easy to implement, decode and use. Therefore most of the research is done on this method. There are many sign languages used worldwide, which differs from each other. For example: In India ISL (Indian sign language), In America, ASL (American Sign Language), likewise there are many sign. Language such as FSL, RSL & so on. Proposed work considers Indian sign languages (ISL) and American Sign Language (ASL). There are over 615 languages used in India based on culture & regions, as a result languages used for sign recognition are also different. Sign language is also classified as one handed & double handed. Over here double handed sign language is used for sign recognition. The method which is proposed in this paper uses a web camera for capturing gestures and then it will pre-process by MATLAB. After having the processed image in MATLAB, next step is feature extraction &then processed by classifier. Finally recognized gestures are displayed as Hindi & English text and also sound files of respective gestures are available.
Proposed method, consider a single character and words in both English and Hindi sign languages. In single character, alphabets of each individual language are used. While words which are used more frequently in day to day life and most common for communication such as 'Hello', 'Stop', 'Hi', Days of week etc. has only single gestures for recognition. This is known as single word using single gesture (SWSG). Words which are uncommon & rarely used for communication such as name of the person, random words are unable to represent in single gestures. For those kinds of words, one need to recognize each letter of word by respective alphabet so multiple gestures need to be decoded to recognize the entire word. This is known as single word using multiple gestures (SWMG).
LITERATURE SURVEY
Mostly sign language recognition is done by two approaches image based and sensor based approach [8] . Currently Imagebased method is studied in research area [1] . Sign language translator smoothly implemented on the smartphone platform with the help of image based method, due to its flexibility, mobility and ease of use [1] . In this sign language, gestures captured by camera are translated into text. Developing a system without hand gloves and sensors and only by capturing the gesture movements rapidly and converting them into voice and vice versa, it makes the communication easy for hearing and speech impaired people. Double handed Indian sign language is captured in a series of gestures and it is processed with the help of MATLAB and then it is translated into voice and text. Indian sign language recognition using method of orthogonal transform has a disadvantage of more computation speed.
While capturing, extracting & preprocessing images following parameter helps to improve a result. That parameter are lighting changes, different sizes & shapes of users hand, background, skin color, distance from camera, angle position of hand.
HINDI SIGN LANGUAGE
In India approximate 6.75% of population is of hearing and speech impaired people. In the country like India, where rate of ability to read & write is very less [8] , therefore it is very tough for hearing impaired people to interact with normal people. In India, there are many regional languages as per region and states. So there is not a common Indian sign language, it differs from place to place in India. But as Hindi is the national language of India, it's known in most part of India. Keeping all this things into mind in the proposed method two languages are considered for sign recognition namely, English and Hindi.
PROPOSED METHOD
The block diagram shown in Fig 1 is 
Image Capture
In sign recognition, first step is capturing a gesture. Interfacing a camera is very crucial work. To capture the hand gesture, web camera is used. Now a day's web camera is inbuilt in laptops or one can use external camera for interfacing. Captured images should be in good quality. So selection of good webcam & its interfacing is an important task of this method.
Image Preprocessing
Image preprocessing contains filtering, cropping, brightness adjustment, contrast adjustment, skin segmentation, binary conversion & many more. To do such process concept of image cropping, image enhancement& image segmentation are required.
Captured images are in the form of RGB. So the first step is to convert RGB images to binary images. To remove unwanted information from captured image, cropping of image is to be done. To improve quality of image, enhancement can be done in certain selected area. In image segmentation, edge detection & skin segmentation method is used. Edge detection used for detecting the boundary of images. Skin segmentation helps to remove complex background. Those all pre-processing techniques which helps for evaluating features values. 
Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is a very important step to create the database of sign gestures. To characterize property of gesture in efficiently and effectively manner, both the global visual features and the local visual features are extracted for captured gestures. There are mainly two types of feature extraction method involved in sign recognition, first is contour based shape representation and description methods & another is region based shape representation and description methods. Selecting of method depends on application. [8] Where, ղ pq = µ pq / µ 00 (8) All 7Hu moments are used as a vector to describe the image properties. The feature vectors are M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7 stored in database.
Gray Level Co-Occurrence Matrix
The GLCM method first developed by Haralick. A gray level co-occurrence matrix is translation from two dimensional matrix of histogram. Gray level co-occurrence matrix is 
Inverse difference moment = (13)
Classifier
Classification data is used as sign corresponding level with respect to groups with homogeneous characteristics, with the aim of discriminating multiple objects from each other within the image. The level is called as class. Classifier is classified in two types 1) Supervised, 2) Unsupervised. [10] . Supervised classification is dependence on the suggested method that a user can select sample values from an image that can be representative of specific classes and then applying the image processing by software to use these training samples as references for the classification of all other values in the image. Unsupervised classification is where the outcomes are dependence on the software analysis of an image without providing sample classes to user. The computer uses algorithm to check which values are related and then groups them into classes accordingly.
KNN classifier
The KNN algorithm which is known as k nearest neighbor algorithm. It is mostly used for character recognition. The method used for classification and regression in KNN classifier is non-parametric method. The output of system depends on whether KNN is used for regression or classification. While using as k-NN classification, the output is a class membership of an object. It is classified by majority values of its neighbors. The object is assigned to the class by most common among its nearest neighbors k (k is a small positive integer) [11] . With the help of MATLAB command "knnclassify", sample vector can be classified.
KNN classifier is unsupervised classifier. In which some train features vector are assign to group &after that class has been assign to input set. The following syntax used for classifier in MATLAB.
Class = knnclassify (Sample, Training, Group, k, distance, rule)
Where, Sample = It is the rows which will be classified into groups. Sample set must have same number of columns as Training. 
PNN classifier
The abbreviation of PNN is Probabilistic Neural Network. It is neural network based classifier. It is mostly used in Pattern recognition & classification. It is based on feed-forward neural network. This is supervised classifier which is used to train the network and next step is to testing the sample vector. The MATLAB command 'newpnn' is used to create the network & train the network'. In this command, input vector & class vector is needed to train the network. After this, Sample vector is simulated using simulate command.
The following MATLAB command used for PNN classifier 1. net = newpnn(P,T) 2. y = sim(net,S)
Text & Speech
Now final step is to display a recognize character or word &speech output is given to speaker from audio database in both Hindi and English languages. English text is easily displayed using MATLAB inbuilt function. For English sound, the function called as system.Speech.Synthesis.SpeechSynthesizer is used. Now major task is to implement Hindi text &Hindi speech. MATLAB doesn't support Hindi character so Hindi text is displayed by creating database of each alphabet with the help
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of images of individual alphabet & display respectively. Similarly, the database of Hindi speech is made of audio files for each alphabet. To generate Hindi sound file .wav format is used as it is give very good sound quality.
RESULT
The proposed system is implementing on MATLAB software. As mentioned previously that in this paper not only characters but also words are recognized. For both English and Hindi languages are considered. Indian sign language consists of some words with only single gesture which are common and use in day to day life. For example stop, hello, weekdays and etc. So considering above parameter result is mainly categorized into 3 categories. Those categories are listed below.
A. English alphabets B. Hindi alphabets C. Single word with single gestures (SWSG)
The following are the step wise output of each category. Same procedure is followed for each category with minor changes. So each category consists of captured image, binary images, features values, comparison of classifier parameter and finally recognized output. Speech has an audio output so it is unable to cover in this paper as a result. Next step is to evaluate a feature values using feature extraction methods. 
English Alphabets

Hindi Alphabets
Single word with single gestures (SWSG)
In single word with single gesture, seven days of week has been considered and as result one day is shown. 
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